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EASY BOLT TOGETHER SECTIONS
EDGE MOUNTED

WOOD FOR FLEXIBILITY

CLEAR-SPAN
STEEL FOR STRENGTH

RECYCLED STEEL

QUALITY. STRENGTH. VALUE.

THE

®

ADVANTAGE

When you spend your hard earned money on a building you expect Quality, Strength and Value.
Miracle Truss® Buildings prides itself in delivering exactly that to every one of our customers. We
specialize in clear-span web steel truss buildings that utilize steel for strength and wood for
flexibility, allowing you more finishing options including insulating with normal batt-style
insulation. Our buildings are not only designed for functionality and strength, but also for
maximum simplicity for the DIY market. Contractors love our system, but you can save even more
when you build it yourself. Built strong, and in the U.S., our pre-engineered steel trusses come
with an impeccable 50-year Frame Warranty, so you can rest assured your building and its
contents will be safe from the elements.

STEEL FOR STRENGTH. WOOD FOR FLEXIBILITY.

Steel trusses are strong and come in four
easy to bolt together sections. Perfect for
the DIY individual or simple, affordable
labor.

Side mounted purlins and side girts are
edge mounted to provide strength and
allow for your finishing touches.

Standard length lumber reduces cost and
makes assembly easy. Wooden roof purlins
and side girts are 2’ on center for flexibility.

Steel columns simply bolt to a concrete
pier to keep your building straight &
strong. This also keeps wood posts out of
the ground, preventing any rot.

Our clear span design enables usable space
all the way to the peak, while providing an
incredibly strong structure that will stand
the test of time.

The side sheeting is sealed off at the
bottom with base molding to guard against
intrusion by rodents and insects.

OVERHANG

CLEAR SPAN

®

HALF
TRUSS

BUILDING DESIGN

Miracle Truss® Buildings use a simple and strong clear-span web steel truss method. Our steel trusses come
in 4 easy bolt-together pieces that are test assembled at the factory and are designed for the
do-it-yourselfer.
Once the 4 truss pieces are bolted together and tipped into the air, the legs simply bolt to the top of a
concrete pier through holes that are already drilled in the column baseplate. Running horizontally from truss
to truss, the building utilizes edge mounted wood studs in the walls and in the roof that secure to a
pre-positioned steel clip. These edge mounted studs provide an automatic 24” on center stud-pocket very
similar to normal stick-built construction.
Every Miracle Truss® Building is designed to be just as beautiful and functional as it is strong. Heavy snow
and high wind areas can benefit from the strength of the Miracle Truss® design. We are competitively priced,
but do not skimp on the little things that make a big difference to the strength, quality, and usability of your
building.

THE

®

EXPERIENCE

Knowledge: Our consultants have worked on thousands of projects over the years
Spacious: Clear-span truss means no flat ceilings or low hanging rafters
Strength: Steel trusses can withstand even the harshest weather
Flexibility: Wood studs allow multiple finishing options, including batt-style insulation
Quality Engineering: From a basic set of drawings to fully stamped certified plans
Easy Assembly: Our do-it-yourself steel and wood buildings will save you money and time
Go Green: Recycled structural steel and Energy Star certified steel roofing
American Made: Proudly made in the U.S.A. by quality craftsmen

We pride ourselves on outstanding customer service
and are here to help you.
Call Today! 800.208.1969

VETERAN OWNED
BUSINESS

GARAGES
AIRCRAFT HANGARS
WORKSHOPS
RV & MARINE STORAGE
HOMES & CABINS
INDUSTRIAL
COMMERCIAL
AGRICULTURAL
& MORE

®

Miracle Truss® Buildings
4737 County Road 101, #219
Minnetonka MN 55345

800.208.1969

www.miracletruss.com
FIND US. FOLLOW US. LIKE US.
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